Abstract C-arm cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) is a new imaging technology integrated in modern angiographic systems. Due to its ability to obtain crosssectional imaging and the possibility to use dedicated planning and navigation software, it provides an informed platform for interventional oncology procedures. In this paper, we highlight the technical aspects and clinical applications of CBCT imaging and navigation in the most common loco-regional oncological treatments.
Introduction
Interventional oncology is a growing field offering new minimally invasive, image-guided treatment options for a variety of primary and metastatic solid tumors. Imaging is at the core of this approach and selection of the optimal diagnostic and interventional modalities is critical for a safe and effective treatment delivery [1] . Treatment options commonly involve either a selective intra-arterial administration of cytotoxic drugs or radioactive microspheres combined with blood-depriving embolic agents (embolotherapy), or thermal destruction via a percutaneously inserted ablation device [2] . Two-dimensional (2D) angiography is the main imaging technique during embolotherapy. However, its intrinsic 2D nature and low-contrast resolution may render tumor and feeding arteries visibility challenging. Multiple angiograms in different views are required with subsequent increase in radiation exposure and procedural time or decrease in accuracy of intended selective delivery. Hybrid angiographic systems combined with computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanners have been used to bridge the gap between diagnostic and interventional imaging. These options offer excellent intraprocedural soft-tissue, MRI [3] , and tumor and vascular depiction, CT [4] but associated costs and workflow considerations have limited their widespread adoption.
The most widely used imaging modalities to guide percutaneous tumor ablation are ultrasound and conventional CT. Ultrasound offers a versatile imaging technology for liver and kidney tumor ablation with real-time imaging. However, tumor and needle or antenna visibility are often suboptimal for deep locations and/or large patients. Lesions are obscured by gas bubble or ice-ball formation during thermal ablation. Electromagnetic tracking of ablation devices and fusion between real-time ultrasound and preprocedural CT, MRI or PET/CT have shown to facilitate targeting of lesions that are sonographically invisible [5] . This solution requires dedicated software, hardware and disposables, and does not solve the limitations related to ultrasound for direct thermal ablation monitoring. CT guidance offers intra-procedural volumetric imaging with usually superior lesion and peritumoral environment visibility [6] . Contrast-enhanced CT can be used for planning and for monitoring of the ablation zone. Due to limited possibility of gantry tilting, the use of CT to target lesions that require multiple-angulated trajectories may be challenging. In addition, real time requires CT fluoroscopy which is not always available and leads to a significant increase in radiation exposure to the patient and operator. PET/CT and MRI guidance are emerging options for percutaneous tumor ablation, offering real-time imaging, excellent tumor visibility and novel approaches in ablation monitoring [7, 8] . However, limited accessibility and increased associated costs have currently limited the use of these modalities to dedicated centers and research institutions.
C-arm cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) is a new imaging technology that enables acquisition of crosssectional imaging with modern angiographic systems equipped with a flat panel detector [9] . Volumetric tomographic images can be combined and co-displayed with conventional 2D angiographic imaging and dedicated software during interventional procedures to plan treatment, navigate/position the catheter or device, monitor the treatment, and assess the final result or verify margins. In this paper, we highlight the technical aspects and clinical applications of CBCT imaging and navigation and explore its utility for common loco-regional oncological treatments.
Technique
Acquisition and injection protocols CBCT imaging is based on a rotational projection acquisition using the motorized C-shaped gantry (Fig. 1) [10] . To enable tomographic reconstruction, X-ray projection images of the object are acquired along a circular path covering at least 180°rotation. The target area is positioned in the center of rotation (isocenter). Volumetric CBCT images are obtained using 3D cone-beam image reconstruction [11] . The motion path includes an acceleration and deceleration phase encompassing a phase of constant speed of 30-60°per second (s) and projection acquisition is performed in pulsed mode. A complexity for tomographic reconstruction on interventional C-arm systems is the need to accurately measure the true system position, which needs to be taken into account during back-projection. This is determined from the geometric calibration [12] . For abdominal imaging, typical tube parameters are 5-10 ms pulses per projection at 120 kV tube voltage including copper filtration with frame rates of 30-60 frames per sec. Recent detectors cover a planar region of 30 9 40 cm at a high spatial resolution up to 150 2 lm 2 [12] . Projection acquisition includes the use of one-dimensional anti-scatter grids to suppress scattered photons. To generate images with CT like quality, Parker weighting and correction methods (e.g. projection truncation, scatter, and beam hardening) need to be included. Cone-beam filtered backprojection is applied as image reconstruction [10] . Patient dose considerations result in practical CBCT spatial resolution of the order of 0.5 9 0.5 9 0.5 mm 3 , which are achieved by adapting the focal spot size, detector readout resolution, and the reconstruction filter. The decrease in the rotation time of the C-arm systems in recent years from almost 20 s down to 3-4 s enables multi-phasic acquisitions of contrast studies, as they are used in liver or brain studies today [13, 14] (Fig. 2 ).
Patient preparation and equipment setup
The patient should be positioned on the angiographic table so that the anatomy of interest can be included in the CBCT field of view (FOV = 25 9 25 9 19 cm) and that the C-arm can rotate around the patient with the flat panel detector in landscape mode. Off-center patient positioning should be considered especially for patients with lesions at the periphery, obese patients or with marked hepatomegaly. Satisfactory offset (off-midline, to include skin entry) should be taken into account for percutaneous procedures. Ceiling-mounted monitors and radiation shields should be arranged so that they can be promptly moved and CBCT imaging can be performed safely. Contrast injector and other devices such as ECG box, infusion poles, blood pressure cuffs, etc. should be positioned caudally from the C-arm to keep clear from the rotation trajectory. Long cables with low radio-opacity should be used to allow unobstructed longitudinal table movements. Any object in the CBCT FOV, including jewelry, ECG leads or other radiopaque sensors, should be removed or repositioned. Armrest accessories are recommended if available to improve patient comfort during CBCT imaging, but should not obstruct rotational movements [15] .
Radiation exposure
The X-ray exposure associated to CBCT has been the subject of several studies performed on phantoms, animals, patients and the medical team [16] [17] [18] [19] . The X-ray exposure may vary between manufacturers depending on parameters such as kVs, mAs, filter thickness and material, and number of projections. The estimated effective dose to the patient for one CBCT scan of the abdomen is approximately 3-10 mSv, generally lower than the comparable dose in an abdominal MDCT scan (10-12 mSv) [16, 20] . As for all interventional procedures using X-ray exposure, the operators should wear protective devices and leave the examination room when performing 3D scans, and CBCT acquisition should be used judiciously.
Therapy planning and navigation software
The availability of volumetric datasets showing tumor location, vascular territory and parenchymal environment at the time of the procedure provides an excellent platform to define a safe and effective route to the lesion and guide device positioning. The volumetric data are also amenable to multimodality or multi-phase fusion. Therapy planning software for both intra-arterial (chemo/radio) embolization and percutaneous ablation is commercially available and fully integrated with C-arm systems. Intraarterial therapy planning software (EmboGuide, Philips Healthcare or Flight Plan for Liver, GE Healthcare) is capable to automatically identify the feeding arteries to the targeted lesion(s). The basic workflow involves the 3D segmentation of the targeted lesion(s) on the CBCT dataset and the automatic extraction of candidate feeders from a starting point (normally the micro-catheter tip) to the targets. The use of a delayed parenchymal CBCT is often recommended for optimal tumor boundary delineation [21] . Needle planning software (XperGuide Ablation, Philips Healthcare or Innova TrackVision, GE Healthcare or iGuide, Siemens Healthcare) provides a simple technique to define the needle trajectory from the skin entry point to the target. The needle paths can be drawn in any direction and multiple paths can be concurrently shown [22] .
CBCT datasets are acquired in a calibrated space where the position of the acquired 3D dataset is known with respect to the X-ray beam generation and the mechanical movements of both C-arm and angiographic table. This allows super-imposing the live fluoroscopy stream on a 3D rendering of the CBCT dataset including the graphics from the therapy plan. The 3D dataset and the needle or feeding vessel paths follow the rotation and angulation movements of the C-arm, translations of the table, and automatically adjusts to magnification changes. The operator can then follow the graphical overlays for device manipulation and/ or automatically move the C-arm into pre-defined positions that facilitate catheterization or accurate needle alignment towards the targeted lesion(s). Clinical applications
CBCT and embolotherapy

Transarterial chemoembolization
The use of CBCT in the visualization and localization of hepatic lesions at the time of intervention is crucial for effective intra-arterial therapy in seeing and reaching the lesion and in assessing response [21] . DSA can provide excellent vascular visualization but it has less sensitivity for tumor detection than CT or CBCT due to its low softtissue contrast and 2D projection nature [15, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . This can also limit the identification of feeding vessels to tumor [29] [30] [31] . CBCT with its 3D nature, soft-tissue contrast, and especially coupled with post-processing software is superior to DSA in lesion detection and tumor feeding vessel identification [23, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . Figure 3 shows multimodality matching of a target HCC lesion in the pre-TACE MR with post-DEB delivery CBCT, confirming delivery of the DEB-contrast medium mixture. The intra-procedural DSA shows only a blush of the lesion. The role of CBCT can also be seen in therapy response assessment, in particular for Lipiodol deposition (Fig. 4 ) [27, [38] [39] [40] [41] or for marginal contrast retention with DEB, which is associated with successful treatment outcomes 1 month post-DEB [27] . A more recent development is the Dual Phase CBCT, where a bi-phasic CBCT is acquired using a single contrast injection. Dual phase has increased tumor detection versus single-phase CBCT alone and is comparable to the gold standard of contrast-enhanced MDCT and MRI in lesion detection and in predicting therapy response [28, 42, 43] . With these highlights of CBCT in lesion detection, tumor feeding vessel identification, and therapy assessment, the addition of CBCT along with DSA can prolong patient survival [44] .
Selective internal radiation therapy
Selective internal radiation therapy (SIRT) is a relatively new, catheter-directed treatment modality of both primary [45] and secondary [46, 47] liver tumors. In contrast to transarterial chemoembolization (TACE), an angiographic work-up is required prior to yttrium-90 (Y-90) loaded microsphere infusion into the hepatic artery [48] . Angiographic work-up mainly consists in identifying (and, if indicated, coil-embolizing) hepatoenteric arteries, originating from the hepatic arteries [49] ; defining the vascular territory of all targeted hepatic arteries; and identifying the tumoral lesions within these vascular territories. Additionally, total volume calculation of the hepatic vascular territory and targeted liver tumors is important to correctly calculate the total dose of yttrium-90 microspheres to be injected in the targeted hepatic arteries (Fig. 5) , as well as fraction shunted to lung.
Digital subtraction angiography (DSA) is the gold standard to identify hepatoenteric arteries. However, Louie et al. [50] demonstrated that CBCT identified extrahepatic contrast enhancement in 52 % of cases. In 33 % of cases these additional CBCT observations, not demonstrated by DSA, lead to additional coil embolization and/or change in catheter position. Finally, in 19 % of cases, extrahepatic enhancement was, even in retrospect, not detected by Tc99-MAA imaging.
Total liver, lobar, and tumor volume measurements are typically performed based on conventional CT or MRI. However, parts of tumoral mass lesions located in the right or left liver lobe might be vascularized by the contralateral hepatic artery, which, potentially, might lead to miscalculation of the liver and tumor volume and finally might result in over-or undertreatment of one or both liver lobes resulting in suboptimal clinical outcome (Fig. 6) . CBCT depicts perfused tissue location, which is essential for correct segment classification or pre-treatment portal vein embolization. 
Renal embolization
Arterial embolization indications in oncologic kidney therapy are uncommon with the success of partial nephrectomy and percutaneous ablation. The main indications are embolization of hypervascular cancers and associated renal vein thrombosis to limit blood loss during renal cell carcinoma (RCC) surgery [51] , or to primarily treat or prevent hemorrhage risk for angiomyolipoma (AML) [52] .
AML is a common benign renal tumor. The major risk of AML is retroperitoneal hemorrhage by spontaneous rupture of intratumoral aneurysms. Treatment is recommended when tumor size exceeds 4 cm, when aneurysms, symptoms, or hemorrhage history is present [53, 54] . The first line of treatment is angiographic embolization that needs to be selective and nephron-sparing. Identification of feeder vessels is required and can be optimized using CBCT with catheter injection from the renal artery and dedicated automatic vessel detection software. Automatic vessel detection software has shown efficiency during TACE [30] [31] [32] and can also facilitate AML embolization since specific tissue geographies supplied by specific vessels can be exquisitely mapped out (Figs. 7, 8, 9 ).
Prostate embolization
Prostate arterial embolization (PAE) is an emerging arterial embolization technique for the treatment of benign prostate hyperplasia [55] [56] [57] and could become an experimental alternative option to surgery, especially for patients who refuse surgery. Left and right prostatic arteries (PA) are embolized when possible during the same procedure. CBCT has shown potential utility in this procedure to avoid untargeted vessel embolization (inferior vesical artery or rectal artery with subsequent collateral off-target damage) and to optimize catheter placement and selective embolization [58] .
The role of dual-phase CBCT with automatic vessel detection software (EmboGuide, Philips Healthcare) during PAE may define vessels and perfused tissue territory. DualPhase CBCT can be acquired using the following protocol: 24 cc of iodine contrast at 2 cc/s, delay 4 s, considering a single CBCT scan duration of 8 s. The arterial phase CBCT is acquired with a 4 s delay after contrast injection, while the delayed phase CBCT is obtained 5 s after the end of the first CBCT scan. Figure 10 shows well-visible prostatic enhancement, especially on the delayed phase, enabling 3D prostate segmentation for software-assisted detection of its arterial supply (Fig. 11) . Software-assisted detection of prostatic vessels is feasible and collateral non-target vessels may also be successfully depicted on CBCT.
CBCT and tumor ablation
Image-guided percutaneous ablation is a minimally invasive, therapeutic option for localized disease. Recurrence and survival rates depend on complete ablation of the entire tumor including a sufficient margin of surrounding healthy tissue [59] .
CBCT may provide a guidance method for ablation procedures and enables ablation procedures requiring CT guidance to be performed in the interventional fluoroscopy/ angiography suite, without requiring a CT and without impacting workflow, especially in facilities without a dedicated IR CT [60] . As with embolotherapy, CBCT can assist in all steps of thermal ablation (planning, positioning needles, ablation monitoring, modification of needle plan, post-ablation assessment and verification of completion) for both thoracic and abdominal tumors. For thoracic tumors, respiratory gating may minimize motion mis-registration, thus facilitating navigation.
Indeed, once the patient is positioned on the angiographic table, a pre-procedural CBCT is performed to visualize the target lesion and plan the procedure. right gastric artery. Using Emboguide, the small hepatoenteric vessel was identified on angiography. Subsequently, proximal coil embolization of the right gastric artery was performed
The operator can segment the lesion and determine the skin entry point as well as the target. Information for procedure planning including ablation device path, depth and required number of probes can be obtained (Fig. 12) . Some software versions also allow overlay of the manufacturer-specified ablation area superimposed on the segmented lesion, to assist in determining the number and location of subsequent ablation probes needed to obtain a safe ablation zone and a complete coverage of lesion. (Fig. 13) The ablation isotherms can interact with 3D lesion segmentation, multimodality-defined tumor, and user-defined safety margins (when available) to identify potential areas of undertreatment (or ''tumor at risk for undertreatment'').
Once the planning is completed, the probes are advanced under guidance of the co-registered CBCT and
Figs. 7-9 Angiomyolipoma embolization. AML was segmented on enhanced CBCT (7). Emboguide software automatically detected feeder vessels (8a). Embolization was performed in those vessels (8b). At the end of the procedure, 2D angiography showed devascularization of the lesion (8c). CT 1 month after procedure showed complete devascularization of the tumor (unenhanced CT 9a and enhanced CT 9b)
Radiol med (2014) 119:521-532 527 fluoroscopy. A CBCT is repeated to confirm correct probe positioning, (Fig. 14) or to adjust the plan based upon actual needle location. Once the ablation is complete, repeat CBCT is performed to rule out peri-procedural complications such as a pneumothorax following a lung ablation (Fig. 15) and to assess the adequacy of the ablation zone. Previous literature concerning CBCT-guided lung and bone biopsies demonstrated that unenhanced pre-procedural CBCT is sufficient to delineate the lesion and enable segmentation [22, 61] . The same could be applied in ablation cases [62] ; for difficult lung ablations close to vital structures, a contrast enhancement CBCT may be needed.
Most abdominal ablations will also require a contrastenhanced CBCT pre-procedurally and post-procedurally. Several techniques are possible for contrast injection during CBCT scan.
In a preliminary study, Morimoto et al. [63] suggested the use of intra-arterial contrast-enhanced CBCT to optimize liver lesion conspicuity for ablation and to monitor therapy. All five patients were successfully treated at 1 month; however, this requires catheterization of the hepatic artery. Peripheral intravenous injection is an alternative option which is the method used by the authors during the pre-procedural CBCT (data unpublished) to provide an optimal visualization of lesion target (both hepatic and renal tumors) and adjacent structures, used for ablation planning.
Moreover, in a preliminary series including 12 hepatic lesions treated with RFA, Iwzawa et al. [64] concluded the efficacy of intravenous contrast-enhanced C-arm CT for assessing ablative areas and safety margins immediately after treatment is nearly equivalent to that of MDCT performed 3-7 day after RFA.
Contrast-enhanced CBCT can be avoided in cases of contrast allergy or renal failure. Fusion of MRI or PET to the CBCT may be helpful to define tumor or vessels in these cases. As described by Abi-Jaoudeh et al. [65] , previous diagnostic imaging such as contrast-enhanced CT, PET-CT or MRI can be co-registered with unenhanced pre-procedural CBCT to plan the procedure and with the post-procedural CBCT to assess the completion of the ablation.
C-arm CBCT intrinsically has also potential disadvantages in terms of contrast resolution, image quality and FOV. However, the use of co-registration/fusion with diagnostic imaging or enhanced or other phaseenhanced CBCT may overcome some of these limitations [66] .
In addition, the image quality can also be affected by motion artifacts; thus, patient setup and support staff training are vital to improve image quality [67] .
Figs. 10-11 Prostate Embolization. Prostate enhancement on delayed phase where segmentation was performed (10) . Emboguide software detected one right prostatic artery and one left PA (11a, c) which were seen on 2D arteriography (11b, d)
Figs. 12-15 65-year-old male, Colon rectal cancer lung metastasis: MWA ablation. Fig.  12 Pre-procedural CBCT: lesion visualization (12a) with Lesion Segmentation (orange line) (12b) and adding 5 mm safe margins (blue line lesion; orange line safe margins) (12c). Fig. 13 Ablation planning: MW virtual probe with predicted ablation area (manufacturer specific) overlaying to segmented lesion with 5 mm safe margins covered in axial (13a) and progression view visualization (13b). 
Conclusion
CBCT imaging is a new and empowering imaging technology to add to the arsenal of the interventional radiologist/interventional oncologist. Given the current body of evidence for transarterial chemoembolization and promising future applications such as radioembolization and prostatic arterial embolization, CBCT is expected to become a mainstay imaging modality in tumor embolotherapy. Initial results on percutaneous tumor ablation are promising but more evidence is required to establish its role for different clinical applications. Multimodality navigation, semi-automatic fusion, semi-automatic vessel detection, dual-phase CBCT, ablation planning, and synergy with ultrasound are early and emerging options, whose added values and potential advantages are in the process of being defined.
Certainly, CBCT is one of the most interesting and empowering IR/IO tools to emerge in recent times.
